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Gaj Arts offers Best Gaj Arts offers Best God statue in JaipurGod statue in Jaipur and we are exporter and and we are exporter and
manufacturer of all types of marble handicrafts, and supply products inmanufacturer of all types of marble handicrafts, and supply products in
all over India.all over India.

Gaj arts has the biggest collection of God idols and other marble murtisGaj arts has the biggest collection of God idols and other marble murtis
in Jaipur. We have various designs and classic combinations apt for thein Jaipur. We have various designs and classic combinations apt for the
demographic of Jaipur. Our collection includes Lord Ganesh statuesdemographic of Jaipur. Our collection includes Lord Ganesh statues
that come in the timeless and holy white with a bold dash of red thatthat come in the timeless and holy white with a bold dash of red that
brings the design together as well as the powerful aura shines through.brings the design together as well as the powerful aura shines through.
Lord Krishna idols, with the proper placement and the correct colorLord Krishna idols, with the proper placement and the correct color
palette that you would love to see in your puja Ghar or temple. Ramapalette that you would love to see in your puja Ghar or temple. Rama
dev is another religious figure widely worshipped and honored in thedev is another religious figure widely worshipped and honored in the
area in which we at Gaj arts happen to manufacture at the best quality.area in which we at Gaj arts happen to manufacture at the best quality.
We have a huge collection of other arts and Animal figurines that willWe have a huge collection of other arts and Animal figurines that will
grace any and every space with timeless beauty and bring a classygrace any and every space with timeless beauty and bring a classy
vibe. Gaj arts is respected as the most experienced and reliable marblevibe. Gaj arts is respected as the most experienced and reliable marble
statue maker in Jaipur.statue maker in Jaipur.
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The Lead MarketThe Lead Market

AddressAddress 102, Wing - 5, Rajat Sankul, Near102, Wing - 5, Rajat Sankul, Near
Central Bus Stand, Ganeshpeth,Central Bus Stand, Ganeshpeth,
NagpurNagpur
Nagpur 440018Nagpur 440018
Maharashtra, IndiaMaharashtra, India

Contact PersonContact Person Vivek PatilVivek Patil
Mobile NumberMobile Number 98952899769895289976
EmailEmail thleadmarket@gmail.comthleadmarket@gmail.com

The Lead Market is a growing inside sales firm focusing on leadThe Lead Market is a growing inside sales firm focusing on lead
generation and appointment setting services. We help companies ingeneration and appointment setting services. We help companies in
getting a breakthrough in lead generation for their services andgetting a breakthrough in lead generation for their services and
products.products.

Our goal is to create opportunities for buyer & seller.Our goal is to create opportunities for buyer & seller.

Headquartered in Nagpur (India), TLM has a lot to offer when it comesHeadquartered in Nagpur (India), TLM has a lot to offer when it comes
to lead generation and appointment setting. We act as an extendedto lead generation and appointment setting. We act as an extended
arm to your sales process so that your sales pipeline looks strongarm to your sales process so that your sales pipeline looks strong
always.always.

We have experience of all the traditional and the modern techniques ofWe have experience of all the traditional and the modern techniques of
inside sales which gives us a little edge over our competitors in theinside sales which gives us a little edge over our competitors in the
market. We make you understand how to reach the prospect and whenmarket. We make you understand how to reach the prospect and when
to reach the prospect. Our methods of prospecting is proven and a lotto reach the prospect. Our methods of prospecting is proven and a lot
of our clients getting benefitted through our process.of our clients getting benefitted through our process.

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/the-lead-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/the-lead-
market-9086market-9086
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